MARTIAL ARTS
TATAMI MATS
(FOR JUDO AND WRESTLING)
Tatami mat designed for all types of martial arts. Made of
polyurethane foam covered with vinyl material with a rice straw
structure.
Dimensions of the mat: 200x100 cm. The sheathing of the mat goes
around the edges and on the bottom is sewn to a special, wafflestructured anti-slip mat.
Available colors: red, blue, grey, yellow, black and green.
TRAINING		
PROFESSIONAL (with IJF certificate)
Code		Thickness 		Code Thickness
MA121.01.04
4 cm		
MA121.02.04
4 cm
MA121.01.05
5 cm		
MA121.02.05
5 cm
MA121.01.06
6 cm		
MA121.02.06
6 cm

PUNCHING BAG
WITH FASTENINGS
Punching bag made of natural or artificial leather, gives you a
confidence of very long and intense use.
Bag fastening are made of high-strength chainsaw (welded chain
links). Chain hangers are attached to the bag with use of "ears". The
sewn ears are additionally reinforced with rivets. The top part (so
called “a hat”) is closed with a use of a zipper, what allows to reduce
the weight of the bag in accordance to the user’s needs.
The bag is filled with safe for the environment textile wastes.
Dimensions
- height 150 cm, diameter approx . 40 cm, weight around 50 kg
- height 170 cm, diameter approx. ok. 40 cm, weight around 70 kg
MA122.01.01
MA122.01.02
MA122.01.03
MA122.01.04
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Punching bag 70 kg, natural leather
Punching bag 70 kg, synthetic leather
Punching bag 50 kg, natural leather
Punching bag 50 kg, synthetic leather

CONSTRUCTION FOR HANGING A PUNCHING BAG
Foldable construction for hanging one punching bag.

Made of steel, protected against corrosion by powder coating in white RAL 9003 (other colors upon request).
The construction can be attached directly to a wall or pillar. The folding mechanism allows to set the arm parallel to a wall when the bag is
not in use.
The construction is equipped with a self-locking blockade, which prevents unwanted folding.
Projection of the arm: 1300 mm.
MA122.02.13

UWW CERTIFIED
WRESTLING MAT
Wrestling mat size 12x12 m, thickness 6 cm, certified by the World
Wrestling Federation.
The mat consists of 72 pieces of wrestling mattresses 200x100x6
cm and 1 piece of 3-colored covering mat made in accordance with
the requirements of the UWW. The top of each mattress is covered
with high quality lining, which avails to attach the covering mat. The
bottom and sides of the mattress are covered with PVC material
fully glued to the foam.
The heat-sealed covering mat is made in accordance with UWW
requirements and has 3 fighting zones. It is made of polyester fabric
covered on both sides with UV-resistant PVC, very easy to keep
clean, with special anti-slip properties. The covering mat is attached
to separate mattresses with use of Velcro.
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